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SIX DECADES OF
SCULPTURAL EXCELLENCE
In 2014 Maureen Quin celebrates 60 years as a
professional sculptress. This book reveals and discusses
her development, her tenacity and passion. The
introduction is written by Muller Ballot and includes
essays written by Elizabeth Rankin, Deon Lemmer, Jay
van Wyk and Helena Theron.

In 1971 and 1989 I had the pleasure of opening exhibitions
presented by the artist. I attested to the fact then that she was
indeed one of South Africa’s most progressive sculptors. I have
not changed this evaluation of Maureen and her work. The
proof of Maureen Quin’s artistry, then and now, lies in her single-minded solutions with regard to the sculptural harmony of
surface tensions and flowing tactile rhythms. It lies also in her
exploration of the human soul, man’s devastation of his physical and moral world, and her integrity as person and artist.
This ethic is born out primarily through the intentionally simplified human forms and uncomplicated inner tensions between human figures and abstract organic forms. It is these

surface tensions, created by strong directional lines and various
textural nuances coupled with her mastery of manipulation of
the human form for emotive purposes, which culminates in the
full aesthetic unity that has become the hallmark of Maureen
Quin’s work.
In this sterling book about the life and major works of Maureen
Quin, I believe we are seeing a valued South African artist who
portrays a rich variety of resolutions in her quest for academic
excellence and for a personalised idiom of expression across
more than a few highly relevant thematic areas of focus.
Maureen Quin is an artist worthy of our acclamation; one of
South-Africa’s most prolific and accomplished sculptors, an in-

sightful voice for the light as well as the darkness in man, and
a superb benchmark of creative energy and discipline over six
decades. I hold her and her work in the highest regard.
Muller Ballot
“The happiness we all yearn for does not depend on circumstance
– it depends on your inner self. Therefor our struggle for freedom
is not from oppression of man but from the oppression of our own
petty jealousies and materialism.”

Maureen Quin.

